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At ICAO4.me we combine our two passions - aviation and
languages. We came into being to help pilots feel safer and
communicate in English in the multilingual airspace.  

We are pilots with Master's degrees in linguistics. 

Joanna graduated from American Studies and she lived and
worked in the US, Germany, and Spain. She will help you
realize that English is a piece of cake.  

Łukasz graduated from Slavic Studies. He is a certified
translator and ICAO English examiner. He flew around
Morocco, South Africa, the Canary Islands, and in the Balkans. 

We are both proud holders of ICAO level 6.

We are both certified flight instructors. 



WHAT WE DO
E-LEARNING

listeninggrammar

vocabulary exam guide

The course has been tailored the way that it prepares you for every language proficiency
exam. However, we put a strong emphasis on the elements connected to the ELPT exam
which makes it easier for our students to pass it well.  

The course is composed of the modules - the first two let you familiarize yourself with the
theory and the following two focus on practice. Audio files used in them are real ATIS and
ATC communication recordings. 

Moreover, you can extend the e-learning by adding conversations with us. It is a unique
feature on the Aviation English market and a special benefit which lets you practice your
speaking before the actual exam and put the theory gathered during the e-learning phase
into practice.  



WHAT WE DO
6-WEEK COURSE

pilot to
 pilot

small 
groups

online
 classes

a person, not a
computer

If you don't have a chance to talk about aviation, 

If you want to revise grammar and vocabulary,

If quality matters to you

TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE AVIATION ENGLISH COURSE (24 LESSONS)

requirements for pi lots |  available Aviation English exam systemss (KSEJ, TEA, etc.)  |
basic radio phraseology |  pre-f l ight inspection and documents on board |  delays |  Ground
and Delivery communication |  airport signage and apron vehicles |  taxi ing and waiting |
takeoff and departure |  weather |  cruise and traffic in f l ight |  hazard warnings |  non-
standard situations |  emergency situations -  technical and medical issues |  arr ival and
approach |  approach and landing problems |  traffic pattern |  landings |  hazards and
crashes on the approach and landing |  vacating the runway and taxiing |  ground,  customs
and security personnel communication 

THAT'S THE
COURSE FOR
YOU!



WHAT WE DO
ONE-ON-ONE CLASSES

tailored 
approach

For those of you who cannot or do not want to take part in group courses, as well as for

those of you whose level of English, either very low or high, requires an individual approach

we offer one-on-one classes. 

The program is based on the tailor-made assessment suitable to your needs and

possibilities and schedule. 



WHAT WE DO
FLIGHTS

You need to put your every skill into practice. The same applies to flying. And if you can

combine it with a practical language training why not use such a great opportunity? 

Croatia, Venice, Scandinavia, Istambul, Spain,Vilnius, the
Alps, Prague, Morocco, Gibraltar 

they are waiting for you to get there with us, by your or our plane, logging the hours as PIC or

dual, by yourself or with your friends! 

Thanks to having a safety instructor-pilot on board you can be sure nothing is going to

surprise you.

impressions,
practice, safety



WHY WE DO IT
DO I REALLY NEED IT?

SAFETY
Better English knowledge

helps you handle non-

standard situation better

and reduces your stress

level.  

CAREER
A higher ICAO English level

gives you a chance for

quicker promotion or better

airline assessment rank. 

FREEDOM
 The ICAO English rating

opens up the whole world for

you in General Aviation

flying! 



LET'S DO THIS
DON'T WAIT UP!

CONTACT US
www.ICAO4.me

+48 724 319 596
@icao4.me

https://www.instagram.com/icao4.me/
https://www.facebook.com/icao4.me
https://wa.me/48724319596

